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From The Management...........

BEYOND CLASSROOM gives an insight into the activities of the students away from the four 

walls of their classroom. We at the BGES School inspire and encourage our students to think 

widely and logically and help them build a strong character become responsible citizens of 

the country.

For six consecutive years, this bi – yearly magazine has been going into print. The success 

story of this magazine lies in the manifold investment that is made in it in the form of stories, 

poetry, and other art forms. The sands of time have wrought a pellet into a knoll of glory and 

pride for the Organization.

Every child is talented. This magazine brings out the hidden talent of the child as it portrays 

whatever takes place at the BGES School. Education here is not confined to the acquisition 

of bookish knowledge but is based on critical thinking and discovering new facts based on 

modern technology.

We are proud of our students' achievements and good performance at the ICSE 

examination of 2012. We are always by their side as pillars of support. We wish them luck for 

in all  their future endeavours. 

‘Beyond Classroom 'is like a spew out leading from the classroom into the ebbing sea of 

personage beyond. What may come into sight as measly publication of words, is in truth, the 

unsullied form of literary expression of original thoughts and sentiments culminating in 

words. Hope this proclivity for knowledge continues for years to come.

?

Pradip Sheth

Champaklal Doshi

Dinesh Mehta

Nalini Parekh

Rashmikant Seth



?
The kernel of knowledge that was ingrained in 2006 in the form of 'Beyond Classroom', has 

sprouted into a full bloom tree with the passage of time. In conjunction with the 

customary scholastic torrent of school curriculum, the students get an opportunity to 

explore and display their intrinsic endowments of writing and drawing. Thereby drawing 

attention to the world at large, beyond the hedge of the classroom and the ripples are still 

disseminating with each edition. This wonderful edition is the result of the hard work of 

Mrs. Rashmi Jury and I compliment her for the excellent work.

Developing positive Teacher-Student Relationship

We all want to feel cared for and valued by the significant people in the world. Students are 

no different. Knowledge is a powerful tool in the arsenal available to you for your 

classroom discipline. As a classroom teacher, you wield a great deal of power over your 

students simply due to the fact that you control their destiny for upto six and a half hour 

each day, five days a week. When students feel that you value and care for them as 

individual, they are more willing to comply with your wishes.

Developing a positive teacher student relationship is one of the most effective and 

powerful step you can take in the classroom to foster a good learning process. Children are 

more likely to be respectful when important adults in their life respect them.

From The Headmaster...........

From The Deputy Headmistress...........

Brij Bhushan Singh

Mridula Nagar



I am personally intrigued by this term, in a crowd I love to observe people and make my own 

little mental notes. But mind you, I am not judgemental in the strict sense of the term. I look 

around at people I interact with in my daily walk of life and I get fascinated by their ways.......

The vast swarm of human beings thronging the roads, each going their own way, piled with 

their own worries, bemuses me....now that's not a sadistic pleasure that I derive. Various 

thoughts race down my mind's  aisle...what is this little girl about to do, what that man does 

for a living, where does this lady live and so on.

What is especially interesting to me is when I see people trying to put up a facade, trying to be 

what they are not, then I try to mind read what exactly they might be thinking or planning and 

plotting. Impressive is the person who appears very humble inspite of having been there and 

seen it all. This kind is a rare occurrence and a rare pearl in the spilling sea of people. Then 

there are the bragging types who never seem to have said enough of their achievements. 

Such kinds are a big crowd puller and take pride in trumpeting their achievements to all and 

sundry, irrespective of who's paying attention..reminds me of “ Friends, Romans, 

Countrymen..lend me your ears”....

It's also true that while I am looking around trying to see through people, I have the nagging 

feeling that somewhere, somebody might be observing me and making his or her little notes 

also. That does not deter me one bit because I justify the purpose of my act to myself as being 

totally harmless and of no cause of alarm to others.

In conclusion, I would like to say that by now you must be thinking that I pick my friends after 

careful observation....well here you go wrong. My acquaintances are all to my liking 

irrespective of who they are....good, bad or ugly and if my bad qualities inclusive, I am 

exceptable to them, I am no one to sit in  judgement on anybody. But then old habits die hard 

and I go on with my observance of 'humans' at large and to be honest, right now, couldn't 

help pondering what might be pacing through your mind while you are reading 

this.....laugh!!

Mrs. Clara Gomes

Humans



Teachers are they,

Who brighten our day

With heart warming smiles

And the kind words they say.

Teachers are they who know how to gently impart

The comfort it takes to cheer one's heart.

They teach us and show us how to willingly share

And to know how to give and to know how to care

They teach us to let all warm feelings show,

They are our teachers-whom we are lucky to know!

There's so much about them that's nice to recall

They are wonderful people and that isn't all

They make us happy 

They allay our fears

We are lucky to have them,

Our loving teachers!!!

I quarrelled with my brother

I don't know what about    

And somehow we fell out.

The start of it was slight

One thing led to another

And somehow we fell out.

The start of it was slight

The end of it was strong

He said he was right

I knew he was wrong!

We hated one another

The afternoon turned black.

Then suddenly my brother

Thumped me on my back

And said, Oh come along!

We can't go on all night

I was in the wrong

So he was in the right.Yashvi Doshi
 VII B

Areib Nabeel
VIII A

All the students of the BGES school who are part of the IAYP,including myself  had gone to trek 

at  Baranti which is near the district of Purulia. We had  great time, trekking and exploring  

the jungles of the district. The place was picturesque and our lodges were in the remote 

village of Murradihi. The teachers who had accompanied us were Ms.Baishali Dutt, Mrs. 

Sabari Dey and Mr. Kuntak Gupta. We were taught certain rules and regulations of survival, 

trekking and rope knots by Mr. Milan Chatterjee  and Mr. Debashish Kundu, Mr.Chatterjee 

and Mr. Kundu  had joined us from Asansol. Apart from the 15 kilometre walk every day, we 

learnt monkey -crawling and river- crossing in which each of us were equally good. Every  

evening we spent in quizzing or cultural shows coordinated by ourselves. The trip was from 

21st August to 24th August both days inclusive. We anxiously await such expeditions.  It was 

a great learning opportunity for us. Teaching us punctuality, cooking, discipline and 

adjustment while facing all odds. We learnt about the flora and fauna of Baranti and got a 

unique experience to see two pythons of nearly four feet while trekking the Jaichandi hills. I 

will never forget the sunrise during the exercise session  and  the sun sinking behind the 

clouds while we walked leisurely.

                 As experienced by Aastha Shah

IX A

Loving Teachers

A Trip To Baranti 

The Quarrel



12th October, 2012, was the worst day of my life. I 

woke up at 7:45 am. I was late in getting up to attend 

school. I had to hurry up  to be on - time. When, I  was 

about to brush my teeth, I realised that the 

toothpaste tube was empty. I used all force to squeeze 

the tube to get some paste on to my brush. I brushed 

my teeth.  I had to miss  my breakfast too, as there was 

no milk. I reached the bus stop and realised that I had 

missed the scheduled bus . I could not attend the first 

period.  At school, on opening my bag, I realised that I 

had forgotten to change the previous day's set of 

books for the present day's routine. I was scolded by 

all the subject teachers of that day. On my way back 

home, I realised that I had not done my tuition home- 

work. I had to prepare myself for another scolding 

from my tuition teacher. When I reached home after 

tuition I saw my gamepad broken. This was my 

brother's handiwork. Just then, the lights went out. 

There was power shedding. I had planned to study 

sincerely. I could not predict the duration of the 

power shedding. I had to run to the market to buy 

candles as I had run out of them. This was my worst 

day.

Life is an open road

We are all travellers.

We travel from sunrise to sunset

From horizon to horizon

Past fades away

Present shows itself

And further casts its shadow,

We walk along

Leaving everyone, everything

And in course of time

We fade away,

And we shine as stars in the sky

In the memories of our loved ones 

Snigdha Bhawsinghka
VII-A

Harsh Dave
VI-B

Grahith Pai, Harsh Modi and I qualified for the national finals of the CSI:Young Talent 

Research in Computer Programming (software). We were overjoyed. We left for Chennai on 

23rd August 2012 by the Howrah-Tiruchirapalli Express accompanied by Mr. Pratik Sanyal, 

our computer teacher. Chennai is a beautiful place to visit. After the competition was over, 

we visited several places. We ranked fifth overall amongst the twenty teams which had 

cleared the National finals. We went to places such as Mahabalipuram, Marina Beach and 

Golden Sea beach. We also visited the National Museum. Visiting Chennai was a 

breathtaking experience. We returned on the 29th August 2012 by the Coromondel Express. 

I am thankful to the school authorities for allowing us to take part in such an event. I am 

proud to say that our team is the fifth best programming team in India in the junior category 

of a competition which had teams consisting of students of classes XII and above.
Karan Shah
X A   

Life

A Visit To Chennai

My Worst Day



Summer holidays are special to me. Each summer holiday, our  family goes on trips to 

different parts of India. Last year we went to Kashmir, previous to that  Nainital. This year my 

father kept us  in suspense about  the place we were  to visit. It was to be a cold place as we 

were packing a lot of woollen garments.

On 28th May 2012 we reached the Netaji Subhash Bose International airport. I could not 

believe my ears when my father said that we were visiting London.This was my first trip 

abroad. We were extremely excited. We landed at the London airport at 7 pm. London 

airport is big and busy.We boarded a cab and reached  our hotel. We checked into two rooms, 

one for our parents and the other for my younger sister and me. Next morning we went 

sightseeing, armed with our digicam  we explored  England. We visited many churches, 

Oxford book store, museums, the great Opera house,the  Royal theatre. In the afternoon ,we 

visited the London Eye but I was scared to take a ride on  it. We saw the famous house of 

Sherlock Homes in Baker Street. The next morning, we went to see the beautiful river 

Thames, the Westminster Abbey and had a distant view of the Buckingham Palace- as 

outsiders are not allowed to enter the palace. In the evening we visited the famous football 

club  Manchester United or Man-U. The club houses  portraits of  great players and great  

trophies won in the past. I took a lot of  photographs and was lucky to get a sight of Alex 

Ferguson, the Man-U coach. My hopes  to see Rooney and Berbatov went in vain. We visited 

many other places, ate lots of cookies, hamburgers and pizzas and did a lot of shopping.

One thing which was  predominantly noticeable was the preparation for upcoming Olympics, 

2012. The excitement was palpable. Shops were filled with souvenirs and  jerseys of different 

participating countries. The following day we returned to India. I would have loved to witness 

the Olympics 2012. I  later watched it on television.

The trip  was my most memorable summer vacation. Pratik Shaw
VI B 

Karan Shah
XA

He Put His Face Against The Window,

Sitting And Watching The Dark Clouds,

It Felt As If The Sky Was Shedding Tears On Him,

Just As They Fall- Raindrops.

It's Funny How Life Goes-

Up, Up And Up One Day,

Down, Down And Deep Down Next,

Just As They Fall- Raindrops.

As The Raindrops Turn Into A Downpour,

These Wash Away His Pain,

Drenching His Soul From Head To Toe,-

Just As They Fall- Rainfrops.

A Trip to London

Rain Drops



This year Class X A was scheduled to visit the Police Headquarters at Lalbazar on 31st August 

2012. I was eagerly waiting and was very excited to go there.Two teachers, Mrs. Clara Gomes 

and Mr. Pratik Sanyal accompanied us. After the attendance, we all rushed to the bus. It was a 

long journey. Firstly, we went to Behala, where we were shown around the police station. 

They have launched an inititative called “Sampark” supported by FACES, to promote 

awareness among the youth about the system of law and order prevalent in their city. There 

were children from four schools. After the inaugural speech, the Bengali actor Jeet was 

welcomed with shouts of joy. Many children asked him to deliver some of his dialogues. He 

also shook hands with everyone. Then we were taken inside the station. We saw lockups for 

both males and females and “Malkhana” for storing all law related documents. Afterwards, 

we were taken in a bus to Lalbazar.

It was a very long journey, so we decided to play antakshari in the bus. On reaching Lalbazar, 

we were shown a video of the Kolkata Police which was very good. Then we were sent to the 

main area of the headquarter where the police managed all the incoming calls, CCTV 

cameras and so on. Then we were taken to the traffic control station where the police 

managed all CCTV cameras and traffic-related disputes. We were taught how the police 

controlled the traffic from there. Then we were taken to the cyber crime station, where we 

were warned to protect ourselves from cyber crime. Finally we assembled in an interactive 

zone where we asked questions to the police. The police were very friendly and answered all 

our questions. Finally we boarded the bus and came back to school. The best thing I liked 

about the police station was the cyber crime police station. I enjoyed this class visit and 

would never forget it.
Ketan Patel
X B 

Class Visit to Police Headquarters



India's 66th Independence Day was celebrated in The Bhawanipur Gujarati Education Society 

College, 5 Lala lajpat Rai Sarani, Kolkata. 

It was held at the college premises with great patriotic fervour which was attended by The 

college society  President, Mr. Champak Lal Doshi and other distinguished committee 

members. He unfurled the national flag which was followed by a march past. Selected 

students from the primary and the secondary classes as well as students from the ISC section 

were trained by teachers to put up an outstanding  programme which was highly appreciated 

by all. The programme included dances,patriotic tunes and songs dedicated to the 

“Motherland”.Children of the primary section were dressed in appropriate attires, 

performed brilliantly and the senior students highlighted the social evils prevalent in the 

society prior to our independence through their dance sequences. 

The programme made the audience highly emotional and aroused the latent patriotic 

feelings within, while witnessing the show. The poem by Derozio “To India –My Native land” 

was recited by one of the students which gave us an insight into the deplorable condition of 

the citizens of India before  Independence.  

The National Anthem was sung with respect at the end of the programme. Refreshments 

were served to all present on that special occasion. We look forward to the celebration of 

such memorable events in the near future. Such moments enable us to pay homage to the 

martyrs who laid down their lives to achieve our independence.                                              

    “Jai Hind”.

Sometimes words become cripple and I guess I feel a little lame now. How do I describe these 

years, I spent with everyone, who enriched my life so much. How do I crystallize my emotions 

and try to define this incredible journey, I had with the Bhawanipur Gujarati Education 

Society School, and do so in just a few minutes, I don't know but I will try.

When I was young, I had two sisters and a brother. My brother wanted to be a lawyer, my 

elder twin sister an engineer and my youngest sister an actess. My mother used to ask me 

what do you want to be ? Any guesses. My answer would be Ma, I want to be like you”. Yes a 

Teacher. A good teacher. And God did grant me that wish. I had two lovely children to whom I 

tried to be the best Teacher on Earth. But eventually they grew up and now they parent me. 

At this point of my life, when I suddenly realized that probably my chapter in motherhood 

had somewhat closed, and Blossom happened to me and then BGES school. It was a great 

experience indeed as I took each child through first few steps into school and learning.

Thank you BGES School by helping me to be a Teacher, sharing, caring and loving each one of 

you. I don't know how good a Teacher I was but all my kids made me feel like one for sure. I 

will take these memories and honeycomb them with sweat moment which will stick to me 

like nectar.

Love you all. 3 cheers for BGES School, 3cheers for all of you....Adieu

Mrs.  Manali Samanta & Mrs. Disha Gadhia

Independence Day Celebration 2012

Memories

Mrs:-  Nandini Dasgupta



1.It walks on four legs in the morning, two legs at noon and three legs in the evening. 

What is it?  

2.There is a green house. Inside the green house there is a white house. Inside the white 

house there is a red house. Inside the red house there are lots of babies. What is it?

3.What is in seasons, seconds, centuries and minutes but not in decades, years or days?

4.The person who makes it, sells it. The person who buys it never uses it and the person 

who uses it doesn't know. What is it?

5.The more you have of it, the less you see. What is it?

6.What English word has three consecutive double letters?

7.What starts with a “T”, ends with a “T”, and has "T" in it?

8.A box without hinges, lock or key, yet golden treasure lies within. What is it?

9.What has a neck and no head, two arms but no hands?

10. I'm lighter than air but a million men can't lift me. What am I?

Answers:
 1. Man  2. Watermelon  3. The letter 'n'  4. The coffin

5. Darkness  6. Bookkeeper  7. A Teapot  8. An egg  9. A shirt  10. A Bubble 

Our main motive of going to Murshibad was to meet Babur 

Ali-the youngest headmaster of India. He is just of 19years old. 

We went to Murshibad on 1st of December 2012 by Hazar Duar 

Express. On the first day we went to Babur Ali’s school. We were 

extremely excited to meet him. Our school also gave him some 

gifts. When we reached there we were shocked as we came to 

know that he teaches 800 children without taking any fees. Then 

we saw his school-Anand Siksha Niketan. We asked Babur Ali some questions. He answered 

all our queries very politely. He teaches all the students in the back-yard of his house. He has 

appointed 8 teachers for teaching without paying them any salary. Babur Ali told us that he 

was thinking of giving something to the teachers. He himself is also studying in a college 

named Krishna Rao College. He is going to complete his English honors soon. Babur Ali told us 

that there is a school being build for the students from donation money. Then at last, when 

we were leaving the place they served us cupcakes and tea. I enjoyed a lot at Murshidabad 

and wish that all his wishes come true.
Shraddha Shah

VIII A 

Harsh Modi
X A

Rendezvous with the youngest Headmaster

Riddles



Person A is the owner of a certain number of cows and wishes that after his death his wife will 

get three- tenths and his two sons will get one- third of his cows each. But none of the cows 

should be killed for distribution. After his death the family members were unable to divide 

the cows. At that time one of the neighbours came forward and gave one cow to them, with 

the help of that cow they divided according to the will and the neighbour also got back his 

cow at the end. How many cows did the person A own?

Ans: 29 with adding neighbour's cow it is 30

Wife got 30 X 3/10 = 9 cows

Each son 30 x 1/3 = 10 cows each.

Total = 9 + 10+ 10 = 29

So neighbour get his cow back.

BODMAS NOT APPLICABLE

Mathematics Puzzle

Mr. Debmalya Sen

Harsh Modi
X A 
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Disha Amlani   VIII A
Abhik Das   IX A

Subham Roy Choudhury   VIII A

Gurkaran Singh   IV A

Khushi Shah   V A

Kushal Gandhi  VII A







Pushpin Singh   VIII A

Urvi Poptani IV A

Ronak Sitapra  IX A

Ayushi Jasani  VI B

Ayushi Jasani  VI B
Rashi Rajak  IV A

Disha Amlani  VIII A



DOWN:
1.Charles Babbage of our school. __________ Sir
2.She is the only teacher to teach both Geography and 
English.______ Ma'am
3.The oldest teacher of our school.____________ Ma'am
4.Simply a Mathe-magician. _______ Ma'am
5.The Editor of this Magazine. ________ Ma'am
6.One of the wheels of our school. ________ Ma'am

ACROSS:
1.The 'Sir' who joined most  recently.__________ Sir
2.Ex. Math teacher.______ Ma'am
3.Surrounded with 'Many' chemicals. _______ Ma'am
4.The fittest of all. __________ Sir
5. Has compiled a book for The BGESS. ______ Ma'am
6. A history teacher who also choreographs 
dances.__________ Ma'am
7. The only primary school teacher in our school who 
writes with left hand.________ Ma'am
8. A Geography teacher, completely devoted to her 
students. ________ Ma'am
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CROSSWORD

Harsh Modi
X A 



ÛFk;FáFæFFÞ 1 ÛFGa 2012
EF¡ F õF]ÙFù ¡ FÙF ÛFYk ÎFUk¼ õFW H*U ¶FFW ÛF]¤ FW ÙFC¶F E¡ FUÙF áF;FF ƒ ÜFXkP=+ ÛFYk J=+ E˜ š W ¼FWõ¶F õFW PÙFš ]°s ̃ F]=+U »FU—  =+FWGa ÚFU 
ÛFWÞF PæFèæFFõF ÎFùUk =+Þ ÞùF »FF—  ÙFF¶F ÜFù »FU P=+ PÑFš áFU ÞF¶F ¡ FÙF ÛFWÞU EFc&F áF;FU ¶FFW ÛFYkÎFW &F]¼ =+FW EÑFÎFW fFÞ =W+ 
ÙFFùÞ ÑFFÜFF—  ùÞ ¶FÞ×+ EkÍFWÞF »FF—  ¡ FYõFW-¡ FYõFW ÛFYk fFÞ =W+ ¼ÞæFF¡ FW =+U EFWÞ ÙF³s¶FU ¡ FF ÞùU »FU æFYõFW-æFYõFW ¼ÞæFF¡ FF ¼[Þ 
ùFW¶FF ¡ FF ÞùF »FF—  JWõFF áF;F ÞùF »FF ÛFFÎFFW =+FWGa ÛFWÞW õFF»F ÛF¡ FsF=+ =+Þ ÞùF »FF—  »FFW°sU ¼WÞ ÙFF¼ ¼ÞæFF¡ FsF &F]áFF EZÞ ¡ FYõFW 
ùU ÛFYk Ek¼Þ ;FGa ÛFYkÎFW ¼W&FF P=+  ÑF[ÞF fFÞ ;F]ÙÙFFÞFWk EZÞ PÞÙÙFÎFXk õFW õF¡ FF CEF »FF—  ¶FÚFU ÛFWÞW õFFÛFÎFW J=+ ÙF°sF õFF ;F]ÙÙFFÞF 
EFÜFF EZÞ ÛFWÞF ùF»F áF;F¶FW ùU æFù ×+©  ;FÜFF EZÞ HõFÛFWk õFW J=+ ÙFC¶F ùU ÚFÜFFÎF=+ EF¼ÛFU PÎF=+áFF—  ÛFYkÎFW ÚF[¶FFWk =+U 
ÙFù]¶F - õFU =+ùFPÎFÜFFc EÑFÎFU ÛFFc õFW õF]ÎF Þ&FU »FUk—  HõF=+F °UáF°ZáF PÙFá=]+áF ÚF[¶F ¡ FYõFF ùU »FF—  ÛFYk °Þ =+Þ ÚFF;FU 
EZÞ J=+ © WÙFáF =W+ ÎFU˜ FW  š ]ÑF=+Þ ÙFY* ;FGa—  æFù ÚFU ÛFWÞW ÑFUš W ¼Z°s=+Þ EFÜFF—  ÛFYkÎFW °Þ =+Þ EFc&FWk ÙFk¼ =+Þ áFUk EZÞ 
¡ FsFWÞ-¡ FsFWÞ õFW ùÎF]ÛFFÎF ˜ FFáFUõFF ÑF³sÎFW áF;FU—  ¶FÚFU J=+ °ÞFæFÎFU õFU EFæFF¡ Fs EFGa-o°ÞFW ÛF¶Fp—  ÛFYk ¶F]ÛùWk =]+š  ÎFùUk 
=+àc;FF—  ÛFYk ¶F]ÛFõFW ¼Xõ¶FU =+ÞÎFF ˜ FFù¶FF Dc—  ÛFWÞF ÎFFÛF ÚF[¶FÎFF»F ùYk—  P×+Þ ÑF[ÞU ÞF¶F ùÛFÎFW ÙFC¶F- õFW &FWáF &FWáFW—  HõFÎFW 
ÛF]¤ FW ÙFC¶F õFFÞW ¶FFWù×W+ ÚFU P¼J—  ÎF ¡ FFÎFW =+ÙF HõF=+U ;FFW¼ ÛFWk ÛFYk õFFW ;FGa—  õF]ÙFù =W+ EáFFÛFa =W+ õFF»F ¡ FÙF ÛFWÞU EFc&F 
&F]áFU ¶FFW ÛFYkÎFW ¼W&FF P=+ ÛFWÞF ÑÜFFÞF ¼FWõ¶F ¡ FF ̃ F]=+F »FF—  ÛF]¤ FW ÙFC¶F ÙF]ÞF áF;FF—

EkÍF=+FÞ PÛF© F õF=+¶FW ùYk

PæF£ FFÑFÎFFWk =+F ùFW ;FÜFF ùY ÙF°sF ×Y+èFÎF,
ÎFJ ÜF];F =+F ùFW ;FÜFF ùY EF;FÛFÎF—

áF°s=W+ áF;FF ÞùW ùYk Fair & Lovely 

áF°sP=+ÜFFWk ÎFW ÑF=+°s áFU Scooty—
ÛFPÛÛFÜFFc ÙFÎFF ÞùU ùYk ¼FW PÛFÎF©  ÛFWk Maggi

ÙF˜ ˜ FW ÑFùÎF ÞùW ùYk Huggies = U Nappy

ÛFFWÙFFGáFFWk ÎFW ¶FFW ù¼ ùU =+Þ ¼U,
õFÚFU ÙFFWáF ÞùW ùYk What an Idea Sirjee ! 

Saif =+Þ ÞùF ùY ¶FF¡ F =+F ;F]µF;FFµF,
 Kareena =+Þ ÞùU ùY Fiama õFW õÎFFÎF—

  Colgate EFYÞ PepsodentÛFWk ùFW ;FGa áF°sFGa,
ÙFU˜ F ÛFWk Þù ;FGa ¼Fc¶FFWk =+U õF×+FGa—

Coke, Pepsi, ThumsUp =+F CEF ÙFFWáFÙFFáFF,
áF°h°[, ÞõF;F]ááFW &FFÎFW =+F ¶FFW ˜ FáFÎF ùU š [© F—

ùÞ ÙFF¶F ÛFWk =+Þ PáFÜFF Cadbury õFW ùU ÛF]cù ÛFU*F,
PæF£ FFÑFÎFFWk  ÎFW P=+ÜFF JWõFF ˜ FÛF¶=+FÞ P=+ PÛFáF-PÛFáF=+Þ 

¡ FWÙFWk &FFáFU =+ÞWk ÑF[ÞF ÑFPÞæFFÞ—

ÑFæFa¶FFkW =W+ PèF&FÞFWk õFW I+c˜ FW H*,
ÎFÚF =+FW š [ õF=+¶FW ùYk

HÎÎFP¶F =+U õFUP³sÜFFc ˜ F³s =+Þ
ùÛF PæF=+PõF¶F ùFW õF=+¶FW ùYk
˜ FFùW ¶FFW ùÛFÛFkW ÚFU ‡ FÛF¶FF ùY
ÙFFÍFFEFWk =+FW ¶FFW°s ÙF³sÎFW =+U 

˜ FFùWk ¶FFW ùÛF ÚFU
¶FFÞFWk =W+ õFÛFFÎF ¡ F;FÛF;FF õF=+¶FW ùYk

õFkõFFÞ =W+ =+áFkP=+¶F =+FÜFFWak =+FW š FW°s 
EZÞFWk =+FW õF¶ÜF-ÛFF;Fa P¼&FF õF=+¶FW ùYk

õæFÜFk =W+ Ò=+FèF õFW õFÚFU =+FW 
PÎF°Þ ùÛF ÙFÎFF õF=+¶FW ùYk

ÜFP¼ ÒÜF¶ÎF =+ÞkW ¶FFW ùÛF õFÚFU
õF×+áF¶FF =W+ ÎFÛF[ÎFW ÙFÎF õF=+¶FW ùYk

ÜFP¼ ÒÜF¶ÎF =+ÞWk ¶FFW ¶FFÞFWk =+U ÚFFcP¶F
¡ F;F¶F õFW EkÍF=+FÞ =+FW PÛF© F õF=+¶FW ùYk—

EFÜF]ðFU ¡ FõFFÎFU
6 E

P¼èFF EÛF
8 E
áFFÎFU æFYÚFæFU ;FFcÍFU

 4 E

PæF£ FFÑFÎF

ÛFWÞU °FÜFÞU =+F J=+ ÑFÎÎFF



EF¡ F ÍFÞ¶FU ÑFÞ ¤ F]=+F EF=+FèF ¶FFW E˜ š F áF;FF 
PõFÞ P=+ÜFW I+c˜ FU &F°sU fFFõF ¶FFW E˜ š F áF;FF—

EF¡ F P×+Þ áFZ© F õFáFFÛF¶F ÞFÛF EæFÍF ÛFWk 
ùFW ;FÜFF ÑF[ÞF æFÎFæFFõF ¶FFW E˜ š F áF;FF—

»FF ÑF³sFÜFF ÛFFc¡ F =+Þ ÙF¶FaÎF fFÞFWk ÛFWk ÞF¶F-P¼ÎF
ùFW ;FÜFF ÙF]PÍFÜFF =+F ÙFW© F ÑFFõF ¶FFW E˜ š F áF;FF—
ÞF¶F P=+¶FÎFU ÚFU fFÎFU ùFW, õF]ÙFù EFJ;FU ¡ FàÞ 
áFZ©  EFÜFF EFÑF=+F PæFèæFFõF ¶FFW E˜ š F áF;FF—
EF ;FÜFF Dc ÙFF¼ ÛF]¼h¼¶F =W+ èFùÞ õFW ;FFcæF ÛFWk
EF¡ F ¼W&FF ˜ FFc¼ÎFU =+F ùFõF ¶FFW E˜ š F áF;FF—
¼FWõ¶FFWk =+U æFFù-æFFù ¶FFW PÛFáF¶FU Þù¶FU ùY õF¼F
EF¡ F ¼]èÛFÎF ÎFW =+ùF èFFÙFFèF ¶FFW E˜ š F áF;FF—

ùF»FFWk ÛFWk =k+;FÎF, =+FÎFFWk ÛFWk ÙFFáFU
áF‡ ÛFU =+F àÑF áFW=+Þ EFGa P¼æFFáFU—

ÙFFWáFFW ÑÜFFÞ =+U ÛFU*U ÙFFWáFU
ÒWÛF =+F õFk¼WèF áFW=+Þ EFGa P¼æFFáFU

JWõFW P¡ FÜFFW P=+ =+FWGa ÑFáF ÎF ¡ FFJ &FFáFU,
¡ FUæFÎF =+F EFÍFFÞ ÙF¶FFÎFW EFGa P¼æFFáFU—
¡ FFW ÜFù õFÛF¤ F ;FÜFF æFù ùY, ÚFF;ÜFèFFáFU

ùÞ ÑFáF &F]PèFÜFFc ¼W¶FU ùY P¼æFFáFU—

ÛFYk PæFÃFáFÜF ÛFWk PÙF¶FFJ æFðFFWa =+U ÜFF¼FWk EZÞ EÎF]ÚFæFFWk =+FW èFÙ¼FWk ÛFWk PÑFÞFW ¼WÎFF ˜ FFù¶FU Dc—  ÛFYk EZÞ ÛFWÞF ‘PæFÃFáFÜF’ ̃ FZ¼ù k
õFFáFFWk ¶F=+ ÛFWÞW ¡ FUæFÎF ÛFWk ÜFùU J=+ PÞè¶FF »FF ¡ FFW ÛFWÞW ¡ FUæFÎF ÛFWk õFÙFõFW EùÛF ÙFF¶F ùY—  PæFÃFáFÜF =+U HÎF ÜFF¼FkW EZÞ HÎF 
EÎF]ÚFæFFWk =+F ÛFWÞW ¡ FUæFÎF  ÛFWk ÙFC¶F ÛFù¶æF ùY—

ÛF]¤ FW ÜFF¼ ùY æFù P¼ÎF ¡ FÙF ÛFYk ÎFÎùWk ÑFYÞFkW õFW Ò»FÛF ÙFFÞ EÑFÎFW ÛFF¶FF PÑF¶FF =+U õÎFWùÛFÜFU š FcæF õFW PÎF=+áF=+Þ J=+ Ek¡ FFÎF 
õ»FFÎF ÑFÞ ¡ FF ÞùU »FU—  E˜ FFÎF=+ ÛFWÞU Hc;FáFU ÛFWÞU PèFP‡ F=+F ÎFW »FFÛF áFU—  HõF P¼ÎF õFW ÛFWÞW ¡ FUæFÎF ÛFWk J=+ ÎFÜFF EÍÜFFÜF èF]ß 
CEF - ÎFJ áFFW;F - ÎFÜFF æFF¶FFæFÞµF õFÙF =]+š  ÛFWÞW PáFJ ÎFÜFF »FF—  PæFÃFáFÜF =W+ Ò»FÛF P¼ÎF =+U EÎF]ÚF[P¶F õF¼F ÛFWÞW ÛFÎF ÛFWk 
J=+ ÜFF¼ =W+ àÑF ÛFWk EkP=+¶F ÞùW;FU—  ÙF˜ FÑFÎF =+F æFù áF°s=+ÑFÎF,¼FWõ¶FFWk =W+ õFF»F &FWáFÎFF- ÜFF¼ =+ÞÎFW ÑFÞ EFc&FkW ÚFÞ EF¶FU 
ùYk—

PæFÃFáFÜF ¡ FUæFÎF ÛFWk ¡ FFW õFÙFõFW ÑÜFFÞF EÎF]ÚFæF ùFW¶FF ùY, æFù ùY ¼FWõ¶FFWk =+F õÎFWù JæFk HÎF=W+ õFF»F =+F ÚFF;FU¼FÞ ùFWÎFF—  ÛF]¤ FW 
=+Ga PÛF·F PÛFáFW =]+š  ¼]:&F ÛFWk õFF»F PÎFÚFFÎFW æFFáFW ¶FFW =]+š  õF]&F ÛFWk õFF»F PÎFÚFFÎFW æFFáFW—  ¡ FUæFÎF ÛFWk EF;FW ÙF³s¶FW CJ ÛF]¤ FW 
¼FWõ¶FFWk =+U ÑFù˜ FFÎF ÚFU ùFW ;FGa—  ¼FWõ¶FFkW =W+ õFF»F æFù ;F]¡ FFÞF CEF æFƒ ¶F, HÎF=+U ÙFF¶FWk, æFù J=+õFF»F ÑF³sÎFF, æFù ùcõFÎFF-
ùcõFFÎFF EF¡ F PõF×a+ J=+ &F]èFÎF]ÛFF ÜFF¼Wk ÙFÎF=+Þ Þù ;FÜFU ùYk—  ÑFÞÎ¶F] ÜFW ÜFF¼Wk PõF×a+ ÜFF¼Wk ÎFùUk ÙFPá=+ ¡ FUÎFW =+F õFùFÞF ùY—  
PæFÃFáFÜF ÛFWk ;F]¡ FÞW æFW P¼ÎF ¼]ÙFFÞF áFZ© =+Þ =+ÚFU ÎFùUk EFÜFWk;FW—

PæFÃFáFÜF ÛFWk =+U ;FGa æFW èFÞFÞ¶FWk-¡ FYõFW ¼FWõ¶FFWk =+U ˜ FU¡ FkW Pš ÑFF ¼WÎFF P×+Þ HÎFõFW HÎùUk ˜ FUr¡ FFWk =+U ÛFFc;F =+ÞÎFF EF¡ F J=+ 
õF]ÎFùÞU ÜFF¼ =+F PùõõFF ùY—  

 ÜFùFc ÛF]¤ FW ÙFC¶F =]+š  õFU&FÎFW =+FW ÚFU PÛFáFF ùY ƒ ÜFXkP=  ÜFùFc 
ÙF˜ ˜ FFWk =W+ CÎFÞ =+FW ÙF³sFÎFW =W+ PáFJ EZÞ HÎF=W+ ùZõFáFFWk =+FW ÙF]áFk¼ =+ÞÎFW =W+ PáFJ =+Ga P=e+ÜFF=+áFFÑF ùFW¶FW ùYk, ¡ FFW ÙF˜ ˜ FFWk =+W 
EF;FW ÙF³sÎFW ÛFWk õFùFÜF=+ ùFW¶FW ùYk—

PÒÜFáF ÛFWù¶FF
10 ÙF

æFW ÜFF¼Wk EF¡ F ÚFU ¶FõæFUÞXk = U ÚFkkFP¶F ÛFWÞW ÛFÎF ÛFWk õÑFñ ùYk—  EF¡ F ÚFU æFW ÜFF¼Wk ÛFÎF = FW  ¤ F= ¤ FFWÞ 
¡ FF¶FUù Yk—  = ÚFU ßáFF= Þ =ÚFU ùcõFF= Þ  ÛFÎF = FW š [ ¡ FF¶FU  ùYk—

õFk= EF= FèF =] ÛFFÞ PõFkù
10 E

áFÎF = ¶FFa - 

õFk= áFÎF = ¶FFa - 
6 E

EFÜF]ðF  =] ÛFFÞ èFFg

E˜ š F áF;FF P¼æFFáFU

PæFÃFáFÜF ÛFWk PÙF¶FFJ æFðFa



ÜFF¼ EFJc;FW ÜFW ÑFáF
¡ FùFc ÚFU ÞùWk;FW ùÛF,
¼FWõ¶FFWk =+U ÜFFÞU

ÙFF¶FWk ¼]PÎFÜFF ÚFÞ =+U õFFÞU,
¼FWõ¶FFWk =+F ÑÜFFÞ, PõFÞ ÑFW
ÑFÞU‡ FF =+F ùU ÙF]&FFÞ,
¡ FùFc ¼W&FFW æFùFc ÑÜFFÞ—
ÜFF¼ EFJc;FW ÜFW ÑFáF
¡ FùFc ÚFU ÞùWk;FW ùÛF— —

ùÞ èZ¶FFÎFU ÛFWk õFõÑFWk° ùFWÎFF
ÑF³sFGa =W+ ÙFùFÎFW ÞF¶F ÚFÞ ÎF õFFWÎFF,

ùÞ J=+ PèF‡ F=+ =+FW ÛFƒ &FÎF áF;FFÎFF
ÑFÞU‡ FF ÛFWk E˜ š W ÛFFƒ õFa ¡ FFW ùYk áFFÎFF,

ÜFW õFÙF =+ÚFU ÎF ÚF[áF õF=Wk+;FW ùÛF—
ÜFF¼ EFJc;FW ÜFW ÑFáF
¡ FùFc ÚFU ÞùWk;FW ùÛF— —

ÒgFƒ õFU ÛFWk P© P×+ÎF &FFÎFF
ÙFeW=+ ÛFWk P=e+=W+©  &FWáFÎFF,
ÙF]ÞW õFW ÙF]ÞF PæFðFÜF ¤ FWáFÎFF

P&F°s=+U õFW =[+¼ÎFF
EZÞ EFæFF¡ FWks áF;FFÎFF,
ùÞ áF°s=W+-áF°s=+U =+FW

ùr¡ FFÞFWk ÎFFÛFFWk õFW P˜ F³sFÎFF—
ÜFF¼ EFJc;FW ÜFW ÑFáF
¡ FùFc ÚFU ÞùWk;FW ùÛF— —

=+ÚFU °FkõF ¶FFW =+ÚFU °dFÛFF
¡ FU¶FÎFW =W+ EáFFæFF ¼FWõ¶FFW =W+ õFk;F æFƒ ¶F ùY PÙF¶FFÎFF,

ÞFW¶FW-ÞFW¶FW ùcõFÎFF EZÞ ùcõF¶FW-ùcõF¶FW ÞFWÎFF
ÜFùU ¶FFW ùY =+ÚFU &F]èFU =+ÚFU ;FÛF =+F ×+õFFÎFF—

ÜFF¼ EFJc;FW ÜFW ÑFáF ¡ FùFc ÚFU ÞùWk;FW ùÛF
ÜFF¼ EFJc;FW ÜFW ÑFáF...
¡ FùFc ÚFU ÞùWk;FW ùÛF— —

PèFæFFÎFU =+FW*FÞU
10 ÙF

PæF¼FGa =+U ÙFWáFF ¡ ÜFFWk-¡ ÜFFWk
èFÎFYO èFÎFYO =+ÞUÙF EFÜFW

ÛFÎF ÚFFæF PæFÚFFWÞ ùFW =+ù¶FF ùY-
EFEFW õÛF_P¶FÜFFc õFk¡ FFWÜFW—
°;FÛF;FF¶FW ÎFÎùWk ÑFYÞFWk õFW

¡ FÙF ÑFùáFW ÑFùáF Þ&FF »FF =+¼ÛF
ÎFÜFÎFXk ÛFWk ÚFÜF =+Z¶F[ùáF PáFÜFW

ÑFùÎFW áFFáF - ÎFUáFU õ=[+áF °dWõF
ÙF;FU˜ FW ÛFWk I+c˜ FF æFù ×+ææFFÞF

;FWÛõF àÛF ÛFWk &FWáFFWk =+F EkÙFFÞ
PÛFõF =+U ×+© =+FÞ õFW æÜFF=]+áF ùFW 

š ]© h© U =+U fFk© U =+F EF¶F]Þ GÎ¶F¡ FFÞ—
ÙFõFÎ¶F ÑFk˜ FÛFU =+F õFÞõæF¶FU ÛFk·F,
ÞæFUÎ½ ¡ FÜFk¶FU =+F õF]Î¼Þ = FÜFa=e ÛF

ùÛF ÚFU ÛFÎFFÜFF =+Þ¶FW »FW
ÙFFÞù ÛFFõF =W+ ¶FWÞù ÑFæFa

PèF‡ F=+ P¼æFõF =+U CEF =+Þ¶FU »FUk
ÛFùUÎFFWk ÑFùáFW õFW ¶FYÜFFPÞÜFFc

EZÞ ÙFFáF-P¼æFõF ÛFWk ;F[c¡ F H*¶FU »FUk
ùÛF õFÙF =+U ùcõFU =+U P=+áF=+FPÞÜFFc—

ƒ ÜFF ÚF[áF ÑFFJc;FW =+ÚFU ùÛF 
&FWáF-P¼æFõF =+F ùááFF-C°s¼k;F

¡ FÙF =W+=+ =W+ J=+ PÎFæFFáFW =W+ PáFJ 
EFÑFõF ÛFWk ùFW¶FU »FU ¡ Fk;F—

õFP&FÜFFWk =+U æFù ;F]ÑF˜ F]ÑF =+FÎFF×[+õFU
J=+ ¼[¡ FW =+F P© P×+ÎF ˜ F]ÞFÎFF

=+FgÞU°XÞ ÛFWk ÛF˜ FFÜFF =+FWáFFùáF
PÛFõF =+U EFù©  ÑFF ;FFÜFÙF ùFW ¡ FFÎFF—

š FW© W-õFW EFk;FÎF ÛFWk =+F© U
;FÛFUa,õF¼Ua EZÞ ÙFÞõFF¶FWk

=+‡ FF-=+‡ FF ÛFWk ÑFÞæFFÎF ˜ F³sW
=+FWÎFW =+FWÎFW õFW ¡ F]°sU ùYk ÜFF¼Wk— —

ÛFÎFUðFF ÙFU ÑF© WáF
10 E

ÜFF¼ EFcJ;FWk ÜFW ÑFáF PæF¼FGa =+U ÙFWáFF



20 ×+ÞæFÞU 2012 =+FW ùÛF áFFW;F ùÛFFÞW õ=[+áF õFW èF];FÞ Jk° õÑFFGõF =W+=+ ×Y+ƒ © ÞU ;FJ »FW—  ÜFù =W+=+ ×Y+ƒ © ÞU ùÛFFÞW õ=[+áF 
=W+ ÎF¡ F¼U=+ ùY GõFPáFJ ùÛF áFFW;F ÑFY¼áF ˜ FáF=+Þ ;FJ »FW—  ÞFW¡ F =+U ¶FÞù ùUW ùÛF õFÚFU ÙFõ¶FF áFW=+Þ õ=[+áF ÑFCc˜ FW—  ÙFõ¶FF 
æFùUk Þ&F=+Þ ùÛF õFÚFU áFFGÎF ÙFÎFF=+Þ ùÛFFÞU EÍÜFFPÑF=+FEFWk =W+ õFF»F PÎF=+áF ÑF°sW—  áF;FÚF;F ¼õF ÙF¡ FW ùÛF æFùFc ÑFCc˜ FW—  
Ek¼Þ ¡ FFÎFW ÑFÞ ùÛFÎFW ¼W&FF æFùFc ùÞ Ò=+FÞ =W+ =W+=+ Þ&FW CJ »FW—  EÙF ùÛFWk æFùFc áFW ¡ FFÜFF ;FÜFF ¡ FùFc =W+=+ ÙFÎFFJ ¡ FF¶FW ùYk—  
æFùFc ¡ FF¶FW ùU ùÛFWk J=+-J=+ © FWÑFU ÑFùÎFFGa ;FGa—  ÛFYk ¶FFW ùYÞFÎF ùFW ;FGa P=+ ÜFù © FWÑFU ƒ ÜFFWk? ÙFF¼ ÛFWk ÑF¶FF ˜ FáFF P=+ HõF © FWÑFU 
=+FW èFFgæFÞ =Y+ÑF =+ùF ¡ FF¶FF ùY—  GõFW GõFPáFJ ÑFùÎFFÜFF ¡ FF¶FF ùY ¶FFP=+ ÙFFáFFWk =+FW P=+õFU Ò=+FÞ =+F ÎF]=+õFFÎF ÎF ÑFCc˜ FW—  ùÛFÎFW 
æFùcF ÙFù]¶F ¶FÞù = U ÙF°sU-ÙF°s U ÛFèFUÎFWk ¼W&FUk—  æFùcF = F ¶FFÑFÛFFÎF ÙFù]¶F *k°F »FF—  ùÛFÎFW æFùcF ¶FÞù-¶FÞù =W  =W =  ÙFÎF¶FW ¼W&FW—  
æFùcF ùÛF õFÚFU = F W  =W =   EZÞ ˜ FFg= áF©W  ¼U �FGa—
ùÛFWk =W =  ×Y ƒ © ÞU = U  õFYÞ ÙF°sU ùU E˜š U áF�FU— PÞPÊ ÑF© WáF

4 ÙF

=W =  ×Y ƒ © ÞU = U õFYÞ

iÙFFÙFÞ EáFUj =+FWGa PõFÎFWÛFF ùUÞFW ÜFF EÛFUÞ æÜFPƒ ¶F =+F ÎFFÛF ÎFùUk ùY ÙFPá=+ i;F]¼°sU ÛFWk 
áFFáFj ÛF]ùFæFÞW =+FW õFF»Fa=+ =+ÞÎFW æFFáFF EõFáFU Pr¡ Fk¼;FU =+F EõFáFU ùUÞFW ùY—  ÙFFÙFÞ 
EáFU ÚFFÞ¶F =+F õFÙFõFW =+ÛF HÛFe =+F iùW°ÛFFõ© Þj ùY—  õæFFÛFU PæFæFW=+FÎFÎ¼ =W+ EF¼èFFWb ÑFÞ 
˜ FáFÎFW æFFáFW 19 æFðFa =W+ ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU J=+ JWõFF PæFÃFáFÜF ˜ FáFF¶FW ùYk ¡ FFW ÑF[ÞU ¶FÞù õFW 
èF]á=+ ÛF]ƒ ¶F ùY—  =+ùÎFF ÎF ùFW;FF P=+ ÜFW PæFÃFáFÜF õFÛFF¡ F =W+ JWõFW ÙF˜ ˜ FFWk =W+ PáFJ ùY 
P¡ FÎF=W+ PáFJ PæFÃFáFÜF ¡ FF=+Þ ÑF³sÎFF J=+ õFÑFÎFF ùFW¶FF ùY, P¡ FõF õFÑFÎFW =+FW ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU 
ÎFW ¼W&FF, õFÛF¤ FF EZÞ õFF=+FÞ P=+ÜFF—

ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU ¡ FÙF =+‡ FF 5 ÛFWk ÑF³s¶FW »FW ¶FFW fFÞ õFW ¼õF P=+áFFWÛFU© Þ ÑFY¼áF ˜ FáF=+Þ EÑFÎFW PæFÃFáFÜF ¡ FF¶FW »FW—  HõF ¼ZÞFÎF èFFÛF 
=+FW fFÞ áFZ© =+Þ EÑFÎFU š FW© U ÙFùÎF EZÞ EFõF-ÑFFõF =W+ JWõFW õFF¶F ÙF˜ ˜ FFWk =+FW áFW=+Þ HÎùXkÎFW ÑF³sFÎFF èF]ß P=+ÜFF ¡ FFW æFFõ¶FæF 
ÛFWk ÑF³sÎFF ùU ÎFùUk ˜ FFù¶FW »FW—  EF¶ÛFPæFèæFFõF EZÞ =]+š  =+ÞÎFW =+U ˜ FFù¶F ÎFW ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU =+FW PèF‡ F=+ ÙFÎFÎFW =+FW ÒWPÞ¶F P=+ÜFF 
ƒ ÜFFWkP=+ ÑF³sFÎFF HÎùWk E˜ š F áF;F¶FF ùY—  ÜFùUk õFW HÎF=W+ õFÑFÎFFWk =W+ PæFÃFáFÜF =+U èF]ßEF¶F CGa—  J=+ ÙFU¡ F EF¡ F PæFèFFáF 
æF© æF_‡ F ÙFÎF ;FÜFF ùY—  EF¡ F HÎF=W+ PæFÃFáFÜF ÛFWk áF;FÚF;F 800 š F·F-š F·FFJc ùYk EZÞ ÜFù J=+ ÛFFÍÜFPÛF=+ ÙFFW°a =+F PæFÃFáFÜF 
ùY—  PæFÃFáFÜF ÛFWk ÙF]PÎFÜFF¼U õF]PæFÍFFEFWk =+U-¡ FYõFW ÑFƒ =+U  GÛFFÞ¶F, õFùU PæFÃ]¶F õF]PæFÍFF, ÑF_»F=+ =+‡ FFJc G¶ÜFFP¼ =+U =+ÛFU ùFWÎFW 
=W+ ÙFFæF¡ F[¼ PèF‡ F=+ EZÞ PæFÃFP»FaÜFFWk =W+ H¶õFFù ÛFWk =+FWGa =+ÛFU ÎFùUk ùY—  J=+ ùU =+‡ FF ÛFWk ˜ FFÞ =+‡ FFEFWk =W+ PæFÃF»FUa ÑF_»F=+-
ÑF_»F=+ ¤ F]k° ÛFWk ÙFY*=+Þ ÑF³s¶FW ùYk—  PèF‡ F=+FWk =+U õFk&ÜFF š ù ùY ¡ FFW =+ÚFU ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU =W+ š F·F CEF =+Þ¶FW »FW—  GõF=W+ 
EP¶FPÞƒ ¶F =]+š  EP¶FP»F PèF‡ F=+ ùYk ¡ FFW =+‡ FF 8 õFW 10 ¶F=+ =W+ ÙF˜ ˜ FFWk =+FW ÑF³sF¶FW ùYk—  GÎF PèF‡ F=+FWk =+FW æFW¶FÎF ¼WÎFW =+U ‡ FÛF¶FF 
ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU ÛFWk ÎFùUk ùY ÑFÞ ÜFW õFÙF PÎF:õæFF»Fa ÚFFæF õFW ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU =W+ =+ÛFa ÜF£ F ÛFWk ÜFFW;F¼FÎF ¼W ÞùW ùYk—
æF¶FaÛFFÎF ÛFWk ÙFU.J. ¶F_¶FUÜF æFðFa =W+ š F·F (Ek;FeW¡ FU EFgÎFõFa) ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU ÚFPæFðÜF ÛFWk EFGa.J.JõF. ÜFF EFGa. ÑFU.JõF ÙFÎFÎFF 
˜ FFù¶FW ùYk ÑFÞ GõF PæFÃFáFÜF =+FW ÙFÎFFJ Þ&FÎFF ˜ FFù¶FW ùYk—  GõF PæFÃFáFÜF =+FW ˜ FáFFÎFW ÛFWk ¡ FùFc GÎùWk EÑFÎFW ÑFPÞæFFÞ õFÛFF¡ F EZÞ 
õFÞ=+FÞ =+F õFùÜFFW;F PÛFáFF æFùU =]+š  áFFW;FFWk õFW =+F×+U ÙFFÍFFJc  ÚFU EFGa ÑFÞ P¡ FõFÎFW =]+š  E˜ š F =+ÞÎFW =+F õFk=+áÑF PáFÜFF k
ùFW, ÙFFÍFFJc HÎùWk ÞFW=+ ÎFùUk õF=+¶FUk—  ˜ F]ÎFZP¶FÜFFWk ÎFW HÎF=W+ õFÑFÎFFWk =+FW EZÞ ¼_³s¶FF Ò¼FÎF =+U —  EF¡ F ¼WèF-PæF¼WèF =W+ =+F×+U  
áFFW;F ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU =+FW ¡ FFÎFÎFW áF;FW ùY—  HÎùWk =+Ga ÑF]Þõ=+FÞ ÒFÑ¶F CJ ùYk EZÞ =+Ga õFkõ»FFEFWk ÎFW HÎùWk õFÛÛFFPÎF¶F P=+ÜFF ùY—  GÎF k
õFÙFõFW ÒFÑ¶F ÍFÎFÞFPèF =+FW EÑFÎFW æÜFPƒ ¶F;F¶F HÑFÜFFW;F ÛFWk ÎF áFF=+Þ HõFõFW EÑFÎFW PæFÃFáFÜF =W+ PáFJ J=+ r¡ FÛFUÎF &FÞU¼U ùY—  
=]+š  EÎÜF õFkõ»FFEFWk =+U ÛF¼¼ õFW HõF r¡ FÛFUÎF ÑFÞ ÑFƒ =+U GÛFFÞ¶F ÙFÎFFÎFW =+U =+FWPèFèF ¡ FFÞU ùY—
EFc&FFWk ÛFWk õFÑFÎFW PáFJ P=+èFFWÞ ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU =+F EF¡ F =W+ ÎFæFÜF]æF=+FWk =W+ PáFJ õFk¼WèF ùYk P=+ EÑFÎFF &FFáFU õFÛFÜF æÜF»Fa =W+ 
=+FÛFFWk ÛFWk ÎF PÙF¶FF=+Þ õFÛFF¡ F EZÞ ¼WèF =W+ PáFJ =]+š  õF_¡ FÎFF¶ÛF=+ =+FÜFa =+Þ EÑFÎFW ¡ FUæFÎF =+FW õFF»Fa=+ =+ÞWk—  GõFPáFJ HÎùWk 
&F[ÙF õFÑFÎFW  ¼W&FÎFW ˜ FFPùJ EZÞ HÎF õFÑFÎFFWk =+FW õFF=+FÞ àÑF ¼WÎFW =W+ PáFJ ¡ FU-¡ FFÎF õFW =+FWPèFèF =+ÞÎFU ˜ FFPùJ—

êFUÛF¶FU ÑFFgáFU PÙFÎÎFFµFU
PæFÚFF;FÍÜF‡ F PùÎ¼U PæFÚFF;F

=+ÛFaÜFFW;FU - ÙFFÙFÞ EáFU

š



˜ F¶F]»Fa =+‡ FF ÛFWk EFÜFF »FF ÛFYk,
°Þ-°Þ =+Þ ˜ F³sU õFUP³sÜFFc—

ÎF ¡ FFÎFW P=+õF GÞF¼W õFW EFÜFF »FF ÛFYk 
=] š  õFFW˜ F=+Þ ˜ F³sU õFUP³sÜFFc—

=+‡ FF ÛFWk ÒæFWèF =+Þ¶FW ùU,
H°s ;FÜFF ÜFù °Þ ÛFWÞF—

EÑFÎFW ¼FWõ¶FFWk =+FW ¼W&F¶FW ùU,
ÑF]áFP=+¶F ùFW H*F ÛFÎF ÛFWÞF— —

EF¡ F, õFF¶F æFðFa ÙFU¶F ;FJ ÑFÞ
ÑF¶FF ÎF ˜ FáFF ƒ ÜFF »FW ÛFWÞW GÞF¼W

ƒ ÜFFWk EFÜFF »FF ÛFYk GõF EFWÞ
èFFÜF¼ P=+J ùFWk;FW =]+š  æFF¼Wk—

ÚFáFW ÜFù ÙFU¶FW ÑFáF ÎF æFFPÑFõF PÛFáFW
ÑFÞ õFF»F-õFF»F ˜ FáF ÞùU ÜFF¼Wk

P¡ FõF - P¡ FõFõFW ÑF»F ÑFÞ õÎFWù PÛFáFF 
HõF - HõF ÞFùU =+FW ÍFÎÜFæFF¼

ùðFa ÛFFW¼U
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PÎF=+áF ÑF°sU Dc ÍFÎÜFæFF¼

EõFáF ÛFWk 
HÛÛFU¼ =+F õF[Þ¡ F
=+ÚFU °[ÙF¶FF æFùUk—
ÑF[ÞÙF õFW H*=+Þ 

ÑFPè˜ FÛF ÛFWk °[ÙF¶FU ùY -
PõF×a+ ùÛFFÞU õFFW˜ F 

EFYÞ 
Ek¶F¶F: J=+ P¼ÎF

ùÛF GõF õF˜ ˜ FFGa õFW àÙFà ùFW¶FW ùYk
P=+ 

ùÛFFÞU õFFW˜ F P=+¶FÎFU ;FáF¶F »FU—
¼ÞEõFáF,

õF[Þ¡ F ÎF =+ÚFU °[ÙFF ùY
EFYÞ ÎF ùU =+ÚFU PÎF=+áFF ùY—

°[ÙF¶FW PÎF=+áF¶FW Þù¶FW »FW
ùÛF &F]¼ ....

EÑFÎFU õFFW˜ FFWk =+U ¼]PÎFÜFF ÛFWk
ÙF˜ ˜ FW õ=[+áFFWk ÛFWk EF¡ F ÚFU

ÑF³s¶FW ùYk - 
ÑF[ÞÙF EZÞ ÑFPè˜ FÛF =W+

H;FÎFW EZÞ °[ÙFÎFW =+F ¤ F[*F ÑFF*!
GõFUPáFJ PÎF=+áF ÑF°sU Dc ÛFYk -

¶FFP=+ HÎùWk P¼&FFI+c 
HÛÛFU¼ =+F æFFW õF[Þ¡ F
¡ FFW °[ÙF¶FF ÎFùUk ùY—

¶FFP=+ ÙF˜ ˜ FW õFcæFFÞ õF=Wk+
ÎFGa ¼]PÎFÜFF =+F ÎFÜFF ÚFPæFðÜF

;F³s õF=Wk+ - 

P¼èFFEFWk =+U æFFW ÎFGa GÙFFÞ¶FWk
¡ FFW èFÙ¼=+FWèF ÜFF ÑFF* =W+ ¼FÜFÞW ÑFÞW

HÎF=+F GÎ¶Fr¡ FFÞ =+Þ ÞùW ùYk.....—

ÛF]¤ FW fF°sU ÑFùÎFÎFW =+F ÙFC¶F èFZ=+ ùY—  ÛFWÞW ÑFFõF =+Ga ¶FÞù =+U fFP°sÜFFc ùYk—  ÛFWÞU 
ÑFÞU‡ FFJc ÎF¡ F¼U=+ »FUk GõFPáFJ &FFõF¶FZÞ õFW ÑFÞU‡ FF =W+ PáFJ ÛFWÞW PÑF¶FF¡ FU ÛFWÞW 
PáFJ J=+ ÎFGa fF°sU áFFJ—  fF°sU ÑFF=+Þ ÛFYk ÙFC¶F &F]èF »FU—  
HõF P¼ÎF ùÞ ÞFW¡ F =+U ¶FÞù ÛFYkÎFW ÑF[¡ FF =+Þ EÑFÎFU fF°sU ÑFùÎFU—  ¶FYÜFFÞ ùFW=+Þ ÛFYk 
õ=[+áF =W+ PáFJ PÎF=+áF ;FGa—  fF°sU ÙFC¶F õF]k¼Þ »FU—  ÎFGa fF°sU ÑFùÎF=+Þ ÛFYk ÙFC¶F 
ùU G¶FÞF ÞùU »FU—  ÑFÞU‡ FF ùFgáF ÛFWk ÑFCc˜ F=+Þ ÛFYkÎFW ÚF;FæFFÎF =+FW ÛFÎF ùU ÛFÎF ÜFF¼ 
P=+ÜFF—  ÒèÎF ÑF·F PÛFáF¶FW ùU ÛFYkÎFW H¸FÞ PáF&FÎFW èF]à =+Þ P¼J—  ÑFÞU‡ FF =W+ PáFJ 
ùÛFWk PõF×a+ °W³s fFk© F PÛFáFF »FF—  ÒèÎF EFõFFÎF »FW, áFWP=+ÎF »FFW°sW áFkÙFW »FW—  ÛF]¤ FWW 
¡ Fá¼U -¡ Fá¼U PáF&FÎFF »FF—  =]+š  õFÛFÜF PáF&FÎFW =W+ ÙFF¼ ÛFYkÎFW ÛFWÞU fF°sU =+U 
EFWÞ ¼W&FF ¶FFW æFù æFùU õFÛFÜF ÙF¶FF ÞùU »FU P¡ FõF õFÛFÜF ÛFYkÎFW ÑFÞU‡ FF ¼WÎFU èF]à 
=+U »FU—  ÛFYkÎFW fF°sU =+FW ¡ FFWÞ-¡ FFWÞ õFW PùáFFÜFF, P=k+¶F] HõFW ˜ FáFFÎFW ÛFWk ÛFYk 

EõF×+áF ÞùU—  ÛF]¤ FWW õFÛF¤ F EF ;FÜFF P=+ fF°sU ÙFk¼ ùFW ˜ F]=+U ùY—  ¼õF PÛFÎF©  
ÙFF¼ ùU fFk© U ÙF¡ F ;FGa áFWP=+ÎF ÛFYk ÒèÎF ÑF·F ÑF[ÞF ÎF =+Þ ÑFFGa—  ÛFWÞU fF°sU ÎFW ÛF]¤ FW 
ÍFFW&FF ¼W P¼ÜFF »FF—  HõF õFÛFÜF ÛF]¤ FW G¶FÎFF ;F]õõFF EFÜFF P=+ ÛFYkÎFW EÑFÎFU fF°sU 
&FFWáF=+Þ =+˜ FÞW =W+ P°ÙÙFW ÛFWk ×Wk+=+ ¼U—  HõF P¼ÎF ÛFWÞF õFÙFõFW ÙF]ÞF ùFáF »FF—  
ÛFWÞU õFÙFõFW ÑÜFFÞU ˜ FU¡ Fs ÎFW ÛF]¤ FW ÍFX&FF P¼ÜFF »FF—  HõF P¼ÎF =W+ ÙFF¼ õFW ÛFYkÎFW 
=+ÚFU ÚFU fF°sU ÎFùUk ÑFùÎFU—  fFP°sÜFFWk ÑFÞ õFW ÛFWÞF PæFèæFFõF H* ;FÜFF »FF—

=_+ÑFF õFFWÎFU 
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i¡ FÙF ÛFWÞU fF°sU ÎFW ÛF]¤ FW ÍFFW&FF P¼ÜFFj

êFUÛF¶FU ÑFFgáFU PÙFÎÎFFµFU
 PæFÚFF;FFÍÜF‡ F PùÎ¼U



ÚFFÞ¶F = F ÞFð© dUÜF &FWáF : ùFg=+U

ÚFFÞ¶F =+F  ÞFñdUÜF &FWáF ùFg=+U ùY—  ÑFÞk¶F] ¡ FùFc ÚFU ¼W&FFW, P=e+=W+©  ùU P=e+=W+©  ÎFr¡ FÞ EF¶FF ùY—  GõF=W+ =+Ga =+FÞµF ùY—  EF¡ F ùÛFFÞU 
ùFg=+U © UÛF =+U ¼èFF =+F×+U &FÞFÙF ùY—  ùFg=+U ÚFFÞ¶F =+F ÞFñdUÜF &FWáF ùY—  áFWP=+ÎF GõF &FWáF =+FW =+FWGa ÙF³sFæFF ÎFùUk ¼W¶FF—  ùÛFFÞW ¼WèF 
=+U õFÞ=+FÞ ÎFW ÚFU ùFg=+U õFW ÛF]cù ÛFFW°s PáFÜFF ùY—  EF¡ F =+FWGa ÚFU ÛFF¶FF-PÑF¶FF ÜFù ÎFùUk ̃ FFùWk;FW P=+ HÎF=+F ÙFW© F ùFg=+U &FWáFW—  EZÞ ƒ ÜFFWk 
ÎFùUk? ÚFáFF =+ZÎF JWõFF &FWáF &FWáFÎFF ̃ FFùW;FF, ¡ FFW ÎF ùU ¡ ÜFF¼F ¼W&FF ¡ FF¶FF ùY, EZÞ ÎF ùU ¡ ÜFF¼F &FWáFF ¡ FF¶FF ùY—  J=+ õFÛFÜF »FF, ¡ FÙF 
ùFg=+U =+U ùFáF¶F EF¡ F ¡ FYõFU ÎFùUk »FU—  ¡ FÙF ÚFFÞ¶F =+FW EFr¡ FF¼U PÛFáFU, ¶FÙF ÜFù &FWáF EÑFÎFW èFUðFa õ»FFÎF ÑFÞ »FF, P¡ FõF=W+ =+FÞµF GõFW 
ÞFñdUÜF &FWáF fFFWPðF¶F P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF—  HõF õFÛFÜF áFFW;F  ùÞ ÞFW¡ F ÒF¶F: =+FáF ùFg=+U Põ© =+ áFW=+Þ ÛFY¼FÎFFWk ÛFWk &FWáFÎFW =W+ PáFJ PÎF=+áF 
ÑF°s¶FW—  EF¡ F ÚFU JWõFF  ùU ùFW¶FF ùY, ÑFÞk¶F] P=e+=W+©  ÙFY©  ÎFW ùFg=+U Põ© =+ =+U ¡ F;Fù áFW áFU ùY—  ¡ FÙF õFW P=+=eW+©  ÚFFÞ¶F ÛFWk EFÜFF, æFù 
ÙFù]˜ FP˜ Fa¶F ùFWÎFW áF;FF »FF—  ÑFÞ HÎF P¼ÎFFkW J=+ ùU &FWáF õFæFXa¸FÛF õ»FFÎF ÑFF õF=+¶FF »FF, EZÞ P=e+=W+©  ÎFW æFù õ»FFÎF ÑFFÜFF —  HõF õFÛFÜF 
õFÞ=+FÞ =W+ &FWáF PæFÚFF;F =W+ EÎ¶F;Fa¶F ¼X PæFÚFF;F ÙFÎFFJ ;FJ »FW - J˜ F. J×+.EFGa EZÞ ÙFU.õFU.õFU.EFGa—  J˜ F.J×+.EFGa ÎFW ùFg=+U 
=+F õ»FFÎF ÙFÎFFJ Þ&FÎFW =W+ PáFJ =+FWGa ÒÜF¶ÎF ÎFùU P=+ÜFF ¡ FÙFP=  ÙFU.õFU.õFU.EFGa ÎFW P=e+=W+©  =+F ¡ FÛF=+Þ Ò˜ FFÞ P=+ÜFF—  ÍFUÞW-ÍFUÞW 
ùFg=+U &FWáFÎFW æFFáFW áFFW;F =+ÛF ùFW¶FW ;FJ EZÞ P=e+=W+©  &FWáFÎFW æFFáFW áFFW;F ÙF³s¶FW ;FJ—

õFÛFÜF =W+ õFF»F õFF»F, P=e+=W+©  ÛFWk õFÙF =]+š  »FF-¼ZáF¶F, èFZùÞ¶F EZÞ ÎFFÛF—  GõF=W+ õFF»F-õFF»F, ùÛFFÞU ÞFñdUÜF ùFg=+U © UÛF =+F 
Ò¼èFaÎF PÙF;F°s¶FF ;FÜFF—  áFFW;F ùFg=+U õFW EZÞ ¼[Þ ùFW¶FW ;FÜFW—  ùFg=+U =+U ÒPõFPÊ fF© ÎFW =+U EZÞ J=+ æF¡ Fù ùY P=+ ùFg=+U ÛFWk =+F×+U 
õFÛFÜF õFW =+FWGa ÙF¼áFFæF ÎFùUk EFJ—  ÑFÞk¶F] P=e+=W+©  ÛFWk EFJ P¼ÎF ÙF¼áFFæF EF¶FW Þù¶FW ùYk—  ¡ FFW H¶õFFù áFFW;FFkW ÛFW P=e+=W+©  =W+ PáFJ ÑFùáFW 
»FF,  æFù EF¡ F ÚFU ÙFÞ=+ÞFÞ ùY—  © U 20 ÎFW P=e+=W+©  ÛFW ÎFGa ¡ FFÎF °FáF ¼U ùY—  GõF=W+ ÑFè˜ FF¶F EFGa.ÑFU.JáF EFÜFF—  ÑFùáFU ÙFFÞ 
P=e+=W+©  =W+ õFF»F-õFF»F =+Ga EPÚFÎFW¶FFEXk = X ¶F»FF ÙFC¶F õFFÞF ÑFYõFF ¡ FX°sF ;FÜFF—   P=e+=W+©  EF¡ F ÚFFÞ¶F =W  &FWáFFkW ÛFWk èFUðFa õ»FFÎF 
Þ&F¶FF ùY—  ƒ ÜFF ÑF¶FF, èFFÜF¼ P=e+=W+©  ùU ùÛFFÞF ÞFñdUÜF &FWáF ÙFÎF ¡ FFJ?

= ÞµF èFFù 
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ÒWÞµFF õ¶FÛÚF

ùcõF¶FU-P&FáFP&FáFF¶FU, P&FáFW CJ ˜ FWùÞW EZÞ ÛFFõF[ÛF P¼áF =+U õæFFPÛFÎFU ÎFkP¼ÎFU ¼FõF;F]Ñ¶FF õFÙF=W+ PáFJ “ÎFPÎ¼ÎFU ÛFYÛF” ùY—  EÑFÎFW 
23 æFðFFWb =W+ PèFP‡ F=+F =+U P¡ FsÎ¼;FU ÛFWk ÎF ¡ FFÎFW P=+¶FÎFW ÙF˜ ˜ FFWk =+FW HÎùFWkÎFW ¶FYÜFFÞ P=+ÜFF—  õ=[ áF ÛFWk fF]õF¶FW ùU HÎF=+U ¶FFr¡ F;FU ÚFÞU 
ÛF]õ=]+ÞFù©  ¼W&F=+Þ õFFÞF ¶FÎFFæF, õFFÞU »F=+FÎF ¼[Þ ùFW ¡ FF¶FU ùY—
ÛF]¤ FWW ÑFùáFW ùU P¼ÎF ;FáFW õFW áF;F=+Þ JWõFW PÛFáFU—  ÛFFÎFFWk P=+¶FÎFW P¼ÎFFWk õFW ¡ FFÎF¶FU ùYk—  ÛFWÞF EÑFÎFF ÙFW© F HÎF=+F š F·F Þù ˜ F]=+F ùY EZÞ 
EF¡ F ÚFU æFù EÑFÎFU ÎFkP¼ÎFU ÛFYÛF =+F ¼UæFFÎFF ùY—  Pr¡ F¼;FU =W+ H¶FFÞ ˜ F³sFæFFWk =W+ ÙFU˜ F ;F]r¡ FÞ¶FW CJ ÛFYkÎFW =+ÚFU HÎùWk ÛFFÜF[õF ÎFùUk ¼W&FF—  
ùÞ =+FÛF ÛFWk G¶FÎFU ×]+S¶F, G¶FÎFF H¶õFFù P=+ áF;FW HÛFe »FÛF õFU ;FGa ùFW—  èFFÜF¼ GõFUPáFÜFW æFW ÙF˜ ˜ FFWk =+U ÑÜFFÞU ÛFYÛF ùY—  ÙF˜ ˜ FXk =W+ õFF»F 
HÎF=+F ùÛFõFF»FU ÙFÎF=+Þ, HÎF=+U ¼FWõ¶F ÙFÎF=+Þ HÎùWk ÚFPæFðÜF =W+ PáFJ ¶FYÜFFÞ =+ÞÎFF ÎFkP¼ÎFU ÛFYÛF =+U &F[ÙFU ùY—  J=+ PèFP‡ F=+F =+F 
æÜFPƒ ¶F¶æF EZÞ æÜFæFùFÞ =+U õF© U=+ iiEFG=+FgÎFj =W+ àÑF ÛFWk ÎFkP¼ÎFU ÛFYÛF ÛFWÞU ÒWÞµFF öFFW¶F ùÛFWèFF ÞùWk;FU—  EZÞ J=+ GkõFFÎF =W+ àÑF ÛFWk 
ÛFYk HÎF=+U =+áFF, õF_¡ FÎFF¶ÛF=+¶FF EZÞ ÛFFÎFæFUÜF¶FF =+FW ÎFÛFÎF =+Þ¶FU Dc—

èF¶Fh-èF¶Fh ÎFÛFÎF ùY
;F]ß =+U ;FPÞÛFF =+FW—

èF¶Fh-èF¶Fh ÎFÛFÎF ùY
PÎFÛFaáF¶FF =+U ÒP¶FÛFF =+FW— êFUÛF¶FU ÑFFgáFU PÙFÎÎFFµFU

PæFÚFF;FFÍÜF‡ F 
PùÎ¼U



¡ FUæFÎF =W+ P=+õFU ÚFU ‡ FW·F ÛFWk õF×+áF¶FF =W+ PáFJ EFáFõÜF EZÞ ÚFF;ÜFæFFP¼¶FF =+F ¼FÛFÎF š ]°sF, =+P*ÎF ÑFPÞêFÛF 
=+ÞÎFF ùU J=+ -ÛFF·F ÛFF;Fa ùFW¶FF ùY—  ¡ FUæFÎF ÛFWk õF]&F ÒFÑ¶F =+ÞÎFF ùÞ ÛFÎF]ðÜF =+U EF=+Fk‡ FF ùFW¶FU ùY—  áFWP=+ÎF, 
EFáFF¼UÎF =+F P˜ FÞF;F õFÙF=W+ ùF»FFWk ÛFWk ÎFùUk ùFW¶FF P=+ P˜ FÞF;F ¡ FáFF¶FW ùU õFFÞU ÛFÎF: =+FÛFÎFFJc ÑF[µFa ùFW ¡ FFJc—  
=W+æFáF ÑFPÞêFÛF ùU ¡ FUæFÎF - õFkfFðFa ÛFWk õF×+áF¶FF áFF õF=+¶FF ùY—  ÛFFÎFæF =+F GP¶FùFõF õFF‡ FU ùY P=+ EÑFÎFW ÑF]àðFF»Fa 
ÑFÞ ÚFÞFWõFF Þ&FÎFWæFFáFW áFFW;F ùU ÞWP;Fõ¶FFÎFFWk ÛFWk ¤ FUáF ÙFÎFF õF=W+ ùYk—  ÍFÞ¶FU =+U š F¶FU ˜ FUÞ=+Þ ÛFÎFFWæFFkPš ¶F ×+áF 
ÒFÑ¶F =+Þ õF=W+ ùYk—  æFõ¶F]¶F: EÑFÎFW E¼ÛÜF õFFùõF, =+ZèFáF EZÞ õF˜ ˜ FU áF;FÎF =W+ õFùFÞW ùU ÑFPÞêFÛFU æÜFPƒ ¶F 
¡ FUæFÎF =W+ ÞW¶FUáFW ÛFY¼FÎFFWk =+FW ÑFFÞ =+Þ¶FF ùY—  =+FWÜFáFW =+FW ùUÞW ÛFWk ÙF¼áF °FáFÎFW =+U =+áFF ¡ FF¼[ õFW ÎFùUk H¶ÑFÎÎF ùFW 
õF=+¶FU, ÑFPÞêFÛF =+ÞÎFWæFFáFW ùU PÛF© h© U =+FW õFFWÎFF ÙFÎFF °FáF¶FW ùYk—  ÑF]ßðFF»FUa =W+ PáFJ =]+š  ÚFU EõFkÚFæF ÎFùUk—  
EÑFÎFW ÑFPÞêFÛF =W+ õFùFÞW ÛFÎF]ðÜF õF×+áF¶FF =W+ ùÞ PèF&FÞ =+F õÑFèFa  =+Þ õF=+¶FF ùY—  =+P*ÎF ÑFPÞêFÛF EZÞ ¼_³s 
õFk=+áÑF ùU ¡ FUæFÎF ÛFWk õF×+áF¶FF =W+ ÛF[áFÛFk·F ùY—

EFÎFk¼ =+FW*FÞU
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EF¡ F ÚFU ÛF]¤ FW ÜFF¼ ÞùF ùY —  ÛFFc ÎFW ÛF]¤ FW ÎFJ =+ÑF°sW EF ÑFùÎFFJ—  ÛFWÞF õ¶FF ¶FYÜFFÞ P=+ÜFF—  J=+ »FYáFW ÛFWk õáFW© , ÑFWkPõFáF EZÞ 
iPæF=+FõF æFµFaÛFFáFF’ =+U ÑF]õ¶F=+ Þ&FU EZÞ =+ùF oEF¡ F ¶F]¤ FW ÑFF*èFFáFF ¡ FFÎFF ùYp—  HõF P¼ÎF ÛFYk ÙFC¶F &F]èF »FF—  P×+Þ 
ÛFWÞU ÛFFc ÛF]¤ FW áFW=+Þ ÑFF*èFFáFF ÑFCc˜ FU—  ùÛF ÒÍFFÎF EÍÜFFÑF=+ ¡ FU =W+ =+ÛFÞW ÛFWk EF ;FJ—  ÛFYkÎFW HÎùWk ÒµFFÛF P=+ÜFF—  HÎùFWkÎFW 
ÛF]¤ FõFW ÛFWÞF ÎFFÛF ÑF[š F—  ÛF]¤ FW ÙFFáF-=+‡ FF ÛFWk ÙFY*FÜFF ;FÜFF—  ÛFWÞU ÙFWk˜ F ÑFÞ ÞF=W+èF ÙFY*F »FF—  æFù ÛFWÞF ÑF°sFWõFU ùY—  HõFW ¼W&F=+Þ 
ÛFYk &F]èF ùFW ;FÜFF—  õFÙFÎFW ÛFWÞF õæFF;F¶F P=+ÜFF—  ;F]ß¡ FU ÎFW =+‡ FF ÛFWk ¼[õFÞW ÙF˜ ˜ FFWk =W+ õFF»F ÛFWÞF ÑFPÞ˜ FÜF =+ÞFÜFF—  HõF P¼ÎF 
;F]ß¡ FU ÎFW ùÛFWk J=+ =+ùFÎFU õF]ÎFFGa »FU—  æFù =+ùFÎFU EF¡ F ÚFU ÛF]¤ FW ÜFF¼ ùY—  =+ùFÎFU ÙFFWÍFÒ¼ EZÞ ÞFW˜ F=+ »FU—  2:30 ÙF¡ FW 
š ]ª U =+U fFk© U ÙF¡ FU—  ÛFYk =+‡ FF =W+ ÙFFùÞ EFÜFF ¶FFW ¼W&FF P=+ ÛFWÞU ÛFFc ÛF]¤ FW áFWÎFW EFGa »FU—  ÛFYk ¼Z°s=+Þ ÛFFc õFW PáFÑF©  ;FÜFF—  
ÑFF*èFFáFF = F  ÑFùáFF P¼ÎF EF¡ F ÚFU ÛFWÞW ÛFÎF ÛFW ùY—

EFP¼¶ÜF ÙFÞWP¡ FÜFF
6 E

ÙF

ÑFF*èFFáFF ÛFYk ÛFWÞF ÑFùáFF P¼ÎF

ÑFPÞêFÛF õF×+áF¶FF =+U =]k+¡ FU ùY



Drishti Mandora
VIII B

Mahek Nimavat
VIII B

Vinay Sheth
VIII A

Vaishnavi Joshi
VIII B





IN LOVING MEMORY OF ........IN LOVING MEMORY OF ........

th( 28  April 1997

th 6  December 2012) 

_

Dhawal Patel 
second son of his parents, he lived in a joint family and was a  very sober and disciplined child, endeared by all. 

His sincerity reflected in everything he aspired to do, be it studies or his passion for the game of cricket. He had 

represented his school and was part of the winning team of the Under 14 Cricket tournament in Bangalore. His 

love for music became his passion since class 8 and he enthusiastically lent his melodious voice in all group or 

solo musical events. Loved RAP music, especially 'Linking Park' and Eminem's 'Numb' and 'Mocking Bird 

were his personal favourites. He was of shy nature but dreamt of becoming a Rock star in future which explains 

why his email and Facebook ID read Dhawal2 rocks@.....  The teachers of BGES will always feel his presence in 

the recordings of his melodious voice and will recall his virtues. He was a loving boy who has left us early for his 

heavenly abode. He will always be alive in our memories as we fondly remember his last written message 

submitted for Class X farewell .... “ I have studied in this school from class lower nursery. I have enjoyed my 

school life and have learnt many lessons here. School has provided us every facility for our education, fun and 

in many other activities. This has been the best part of my life and I will miss it very much.”  

th
 had joined The BGES School in Nursery. He was born on 28  April 1997 in Kolkata. The 
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